
A Hannover 96 striker scores the third goal for his team. The keeper of Eintracht                          

Braunschweig has no  _______________  . After 90 minutes, the players have to play 

a few minutes of  _______________  . Then the game is over. Hannover 96 is the  

_______________  with three to zero goals.

ENGLISCH
CLOZE DAS     KL SSENZIMMER

Fill in the cloze passage with the helping words.

extra time        socks        flag        game        chance       field        

goals     fans       winner        football boots         home       goal        

halftime        dog       players 

It’s a big day at the HDI Arena. The team of Hannover 96 is playing against Eintracht Braun-

schweig in a _______________ game. Before the game starts, the  _______________  are 

getting ready. They are putting on  _______________  and  _______________  . Then, the 

teams meet on the  _______________  . But what is that? There is a  _______________  

in the stadium and he is waving a  _______________  . His name is EDDI, he is the mascot 

of the KIDS Club. At 1pm the  _______________  starts. In the first half of the game, the 

team of Hannover 96 scores two  _______________  . The  _______________  are happy. 

After the  _______________  the second part of the game begins. The fans of Eintracht 

Braunschweig are angry, because their team doesn’t score a  _______________  .

TASK:

A football game at the HDI Arena

NIEMALS ALLEIN!



A Hannover 96 striker scores the third goal for his team. The keeper of Eintracht                          

Braunschweig has no  _______________  . After 90 minutes, the players have to play 

a few minutes of  _______________  . Then the game is over. Hannover 96 is the  

_______________  with three to zero goals.

ANSWERS
DAS     KL SSENZIMMER

Fill in the cloze passage with the helping words.

extra time        socks        flag        game        chance       field        

goals     fans       winner        football boots         home       goal        

halftime        dog       players 

It’s a big day at the HDI Arena. The team of Hannover 96 is playing against Eintracht Braun-

schweig in a _______________ game. Before the game starts, the  _______________  are 

getting ready. They are putting on  _______________  and  _______________  . Then, the 

teams meet on the  _______________  . But what is that? There is a  _______________  

in the stadium and he is waving a  _______________  . His name is EDDI, he is the mascot 

of the KIDS Club. At 1pm the  _______________  starts. In the first half of the game, the 

team of Hannover 96 scores two  _______________  . The  _______________  are happy. 

After the  _______________  the second part of the game begins. The fans of Eintracht 

Braunschweig are angry, because their team doesn’t score a  _______________  .

TASK:

A football game at the HDI Arena

home players

socks

field dog

flag

game

goals fans

halftime

chance

extra time

winner

goal

football boots

NIEMALS ALLEIN!
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